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HIGHER THAN ADVERTISED  

MARTIAN AIR PRESSURE 
Part 3: MSL Weather Blunders and Their Implications 

By Barry S. Roffman, Lieutenant, USCG – Retired (January 17, 2013) 
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MSL landed at 4,400 m below Mars Areoid, Viking 2 was 

at -4,495 m, and Viking 1 was at -3,367 m. MSL was 

expected to feel pressures like VL2, and so far it 

supposedly (mostly) has. Why question JPL’s honesty?   

  
 

 



Data Reporting Fiasco  
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Why Question MSL Pressure? 
REMS Reported 5 Days of  

Earth-like Pressure 
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Who Is screwing Up the Data? 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Ashima research who works with the REMS 

Team.  
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1. The Remote Environmental Monitoring (REMS) 

Station Team at the Centro de Astrobiologia 

(CAB) in Spain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3. The Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) is 

part of the REMS Team. They designed       the 

Vailsala pressure transducers for          

Phoenix and MSL.  

4. JPL – Who has been informed of all errors 

and who has chosen to largely let them pass. 



 
FMI knew something was wrong & protested. 

An FMI report (2009) states, "We should find out how the 
pressure tube is mounted in the spacecraft and if there 
are additional filters etc.“  FMI designed the sensor. 
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                        International Traffic 

                     in Arms Regulations                                
                             (ITAR) 

 “After Phoenix landed it appeared that the  

   actual thermal environment was worse than the 
expected worse case… Information on  

   re-location of the heat source had not  

   been provided initially due to ITAR 
restrictions.”     (Taylor, P.A., et al, 2009) 
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“That we at FMI did not know how  
our sensor was mounted in the spacecraft  
and how many filters there were shows  
that the exchange of information between  
NASA and the foreign subcontractors  
did not work optimally in  
this mission!” 
 
(Kahanpää [FMI]  
Personal communication,  
December 15, 2009) 

8    International Traffic 

     in Arms Regulations (ITAR) 



REMS reporting efforts have been pathetic. 

REMS confused hPa and Pa Pressure units 

and months on Mars. 
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REMS & Ashima always report wind at 

MSL at 2 m/s from the East with no 

variation ever. This is unrealistic. 
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One of the REMS Booms broke on 

Landing. It would have been more 

honest to list winds as Not Available. 
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We know from the Vikings that 
there is an enormous amount of 

variation in winds.  
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Ashima most obviously published 
known errors about sunrise and 

sunset times.  
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This kind of disinformation raises 

concerns about  basic competence.  



15 We notified JPL and Ashima that there 
could not be only 11 hours of daylight at 
MSL. Finally we did the math. There is as 
much as 12 hours 19 minutes of daylight 

and little as 11 hours 43 minutes.  



Attitudes at Ashima 
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After someone asked, “Where was I when Mars 
was terraformed?,” Ashima changed their record of 
pressures for September 1 to 5 from 742 to 747 hPa 
to 742 to 747 Pa (7.42 to 7.47 hPa). They kept all 
other REMS mistakes on the Ashima site. 
 



Attitudes at Ashima 
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 Never acknowledged any suggestion for 
improvement after the first week in September 2012. 
 
 Deleted all blogs by me and others asking hard 
questions or offering corrections to errors published. 
 
 Continued to publish clearly wrong sunrise and 
sunset data for at least 5 months. 



Attitudes at REMS 
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 Seems oblivious to mistakes pointed out.  
 
 May have a real problem understanding English.  
In January, 2013 its “English” reports started 
having abbreviations for the month that read “ene” 
(a Spanish abbreviation for Enero (January). 
 
 



REMS Relative Humidity Sensor 
If only Boom 1 broke on Landing, why do we never 

see relative humidity reported from Boom 2? 
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Ashima on the Relative Humidity Sensor: 
20 

August 31st, 2012 at 4:38 pm  

The humidity sensor is working great and has no problem  

that I know of. The data haven’t been “pushed” yet since the  

team at FMI is currently in the  process of getting the  

calibration and characterization done – some numbers  

have been pushed out from CAB, but my sense is that these  

are very preliminary and one should not be surprised if  

they change quite a bit after the FMI team  

pushes a “certified” data product. 

REALITY: As of  

January 14, 2013 REMS  

still publishes  

no relative humidity data. 

http://marsweather.com/first-rems-weather-report


Questionable JPL Ground Temperatures 
Boom 1 broke on landing & only it could measure ground 

temperature, so how can JPL publish MSL ground temperatures 

at http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/images/PIA16081_gomez3-br2.jpg ? 
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About 1/3 of REMS and Ashima Daily Reports 

are numbered wrong, out of sequence when 

comparing terrestrial dates with Martian Sols, or 

missing entirely. Do they know how to count? 
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So what aspects of MSL Weather 

Reports are known to be flawed? 
1. Sunrise and Sunset Times by Ashima. 

2. Constant winds from the east at 2 m/s. 

3. Relative Humidity. 

4. Sol numbering. 

5. Early month labeling (3 vs. 6). 

6. Ground temperatures issued when the 

sensor measuring them was broken. 

7. Pressure units used in September, 2012 

(confusion by REMS between hPa and 

Pa) and pressures off the curve in August. 
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Now that we know JPL can publish 
nonsense, let’s review why we should 

also question accepted Pressure.  
 

 

 Similarities in Martian & Terrestrial dust 
devils.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/~lemmon/mer_dd/dd_enhanced_587a.gif 
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DUST DEVILS ARE THE MOST 

OBVIOUS WEATHER  ANOMALY 

 If there is so little air on Mars, how can 
there be enough Δp to generate them at 
all? 

 

Over 30 dust devils hit  

   the Phoenix lander                              
in just 150 days.  

   Pathfinder detected                           
~79 in 86 days. 
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Why Question Accepted Pressure?  

 
 

   Mars dust devils typically have speeds of 

6m/s (~13 MPH), but during an Ames 
experiment at 10 mbar, a wind speed of 70 
m/s (~156 MPH) was needed to form a dust 
devil. 
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Similarities between Terrestrial 

and Martian Dust Devils 

  

 

 

 

 dust particle size (1 μm typical).  But with 
low 6.1 mbar pressure, 500 m/s (1,118 mph) 
wind required to lift 1 μm dust. (Read & Lewis,  2004) 
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Why Question Accepted Pressure?  
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Why Question Accepted Pressure?  
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• No way to change small dust filters on    
  Vikings, Pathfinder, Phoenix, or MSL.         
  Rapid clogging is likely.  



Only Viking-2 provided published 

pressure data for over a Martian year  
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Problems with Viking Pressures  

   When pressures 
weren’t stuck, they 
varied with laws for 
gases in sealed 
containers (not in 
contact with the 
ambient air of  
Mars). 
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Cyclic nature of accurate prediction times 
showed a slow drift as seasons changed 
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Why Question Accepted Pressure?  
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Dust storms enormously increase opacity and 
atmospheric density.  Can block 99% of light.  



Phoenix, AZ Dust Storm of 5 July 2011 
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• The pressure measured on MSL on 8/23/2012 was 7.4 
mbar.  7.4 mbar + 6.6 mbar = 14 mbar. MSL’s Vaisala 
pressure transducer can’t even measure over 11.5 mbar. 

 

• Pressure at nearby Luke Air Force Base increased during 
the dust storm by 6.6 mbar – that’s more than average 
pressure (6.1 mbar) at areoid on Mars. 



Why Question Accepted Pressure?  

 Snow. Ice particles in clouds an order of 
magnitude too small for GCMs – 2 μm vs. 20 
to 30 μm (Richardson, et al., 2002) 
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Spiral Clouds on Arsia Mons (only) look like 
Hurricane Eye Walls.  1.17 mbar seems too low.   
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These clouds extend 15-30 km above the mountain, where scale 
height calculations indicate pressures of 0.29 to 0.07 mbar. This is 
like what’s seen for Earth at >34.9 km (>21 miles) above sea level.  



Stratus clouds on Mars suggest 

higher than advertised air pressure. 
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Occam's Razor 
   (1) Entities must not be multiplied  

     beyond necessity. 

     (2) The simplest solution is usually                       

     the correct one.  

 

 The Razor suggests that repeatable Viking 
pressure data should be believed.  However, 
the consistent Viking-Pathfinder-Phoenix-MSL 
pressures may only exist because they all had 
pressure sensor air access tubes clog in similar 
fashion . 
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              Why Trash Occam? 
 

 OVERALL Viking pressures vary in inverse  

   proportion to ambient temperature and in  

   direct proportion to heat required by RTGs to 
keep internal temperatures stable.  

 

 Viking 1 Pressures for Year 1 are 98.19% in 
agreement with predictions based on Gay-
Lussac’s Law.  This implies the transducer only 
measured internal, not external pressures. 
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Why Trash Occam? 

40 

Initial MSL daily pressure also varied in  
inverse proportion to ambient temperature.  



Why Trash Occam? 

 Weather doesn’t match low pressure values 

 

– Dust Devils 

– Dust Storms 

– Eye walls on huge storms over Arsia Mons 

– Stratus clouds at 16 km. 
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             Why Trash Occam? 
  

 No way to change Viking, MPF, Phoenix                     
& MSL dust filters that could clog. 

  

 Viking data suspicious due to exact repeat         
over 4 yrs.  

 

 Audit of Viking data shows huge patterns of 
exactly the stuck pressures for up to 6 days  

   (see Part 2 Presentation).  Data shows no 
justification for continuing the pressure curves.  
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WHY TRASH OCCUM?  

MRO AEROBRAKING 
    

“At some points in the atmosphere, we saw a 
difference in the atmospheric density by a factor of 
1.3, which means it was 30% higher than the 
model, but … 

around the south pole  

   we saw an even larger  

   scale factor of up to 4.5,  

   so that means it was  

   350% off of the Mars GRAM model.”  
        Han You, Navigation Team Chief for MRO.  
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WHY TRASH OCCAM?  
MGS Dynamic Pressure Spike @ 121 km Due to 

Dust Storms.  
Pressure Doubles in 48 Hours, Up 5.6 Fold in 4 Weeks. 
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Why Trash Occam? 

 Pathfinder anemometers could not be calibrated. 

– True again so far with MSL. 

 Phoenix transducer design problems.  ITAR at 
fault.  Note: MSL/Curiosity’s 2011 Rover Environmental 

Monitoring Station (REMS) was built by the Spanish  
Ministry of Education with FMI still as a partner. FMI 

    delivered the MSL pressure sensor to NASA in 2008 

    (before ITAR problems could be fixed)! 

 No pressure sensors could measure > 18 mbar 
(two could only go up to 12 mbar, and MSL is 
limited to 11.5 mbar.) 
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       Why Trash Occam? 

 

 An MSL 11.5 mbar max pressure capability can’t 
handle a 6.6 mbar pressure increase due to dust 
storms like that at Luke AFB.  
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Why Trash Occam? 
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Difficulty in explaining Barchan 

and other sand dune features, 

especially in craters on Mars if 

pressure is as low as advertised. 



Why Trash Occam? 
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http://www.nasa.gov/
mission_pages/MRO 

"Mars either has more 
gusts of wind than we 
knew about before, or 
the winds are capable  
of transporting more 
sand."  
Nathan Bridges,  
Planetary scientist, Johns Hopkins 
University's Applied Physics 
Laboratory 

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/MRO
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/MRO


Why Trash Occam? 

 Wind-tunnel trials show a patch of sand 
would take winds ~80 mph to move on 
Mars (vs. 10 mph on Earth). Viking landers 
and climate models showed such winds 
should be rare on Mars.  

 
JPL: Mars Exploration  

    Rover Spirit detected  

    shifting sand in 2004.  

– Grains of sand dotting 

   the rovers' solar panels  

– Rovers' track marks  

   filling in with sand. 
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IF THE WINDS DID NOT REACH 80 MPH NEEDED TO MOVE 
SAND, WHAT WERE THEY ON VIKING 2? 

Erasure of  
earlier spirit  

Tracks 



Why Trash Occam? 

 http://sci.esa.int/science-e-media/img/be/MEx_water_vapour_animation_400.gif 
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SPICAM spectrometer on  
ESA's Mars Express 
spacecraft reveal Mars 
air is supersaturated with     
water vapor (29 Sep 2011). 

Previous models 
underestimated H2O at 
heights of 20–50 km. 
 

10 to 100 times more H2O  
than expected at this 
altitude. Partial pressures 
imply denser air too. 

http://sci.esa.int/science-e-media/img/be/MEx_water_vapour_animation_400.gif
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Are JPL errors just mistakes, or deliberate? 
Disinformation requires a motive. Do 
radioactive isotopes on Mars point to it? 



Slide References  
 Slide 1: Wind boom photo adapted from http://msl-

scicorner.jpl.nasa.gov/Instruments/REMS/.  

 REMS reports from http://cab.inta-csic.es/rems/marsweather.html.  

 REMS block diagram adapted from 

http://rd.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11214-012-9921-

1/fulltext.html 

 Slide 2 Adapted from the Tillman, Viking Computer Facility, University of 

Washington. 

 Slide 3: REMS reports from http://cab.inta-

csic.es/rems/marsweather.html.  

 Ashima reports from http://marsweather.com/data,  

 Slide 4: REMS reports from http://cab.inta-

csic.es/rems/marsweather.html.  

 Vail from http://www.etraveltrips.com/blog/vail-colorado-an-

insiders-travel-tips-vail-colorado/#sthash.O8EDPDVQ.dpbs 
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Slide References  
 Slide 6: Kahanpaa, H., Polkko J., 2009-02-26. The Time Response of 

the PHOENIX Pressure Sensor, Finnish Meteorological Institute. Doc. 
No. FMI_S-PHX-BAR-TN-002-FM-99. 

 Slide 7: Taylor, P.A., Weng, W., Kahanpää, H., Akingunola, A., Cook, 
C., Daly, M., Dickinson, C., Harri, A.,  Hill, D., Hipkin, V., Polkko J., and 
Whiteway, J. (2009). On Pressure Measurement and Seasonal Pressure 
Variations at the Phoenix landing site, Submitted to Journal of 
Geophysical Research (Planets). 

 Vailsala picture adapted from 
http://www.space.fmi.fi/phoenix/?sivu=instrument.  

 Slide 8: Personal communication with H. Kahanpää, FMI 

 Slide 9: Calendar from http://www-
mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mars/time/martian_time.html 

     REMS reports from http://cab.inta-
csic.es/rems/marsweather.html. 

 Orbital diagram from http://www-
mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/mars/time/solar_longitude.html 
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Slide References  
 Slide 10: Ashima reports from http://marsweather.com/data,  

     Slide 11: Wind boom photo adapted from http://msl-
scicorner.jpl.nasa.gov/Instruments/REMS/.  

     Slide 12:  Higher than Advertised Martian Air Pressure by David and Barry 
Roffman 

 Slide 13: Ashima reports from http://marsweather.com/data 

 Slides 14: Ashima report from http://marsweather.com/data 

 Jakarta times from 
http://www.gaisma.com/en/location/jakarta.html 

 Mombasa times from http://www.gaisma.com/en/location/mombasa.html 

 Slide 15: Calculations by David A. Roffman, Physics PhD candidate 
at the University of Florida.  

 Slide 16: REMS report from http://cab.inta-

csic.es/rems/marsweather.html.  

 Ashima report from http://marsweather.com/data 
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Slide References  
 Slide 18: REMS reports from http://cab.inta-

csic.es/rems/marsweather.html.  

 Slide 19:  REMS block diagram adapted from 

http://rd.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11214-012-9921-

1/fulltext.html 

     REMS report from http://cab.inta-
csic.es/rems/marsweather.html. 

 Slide 20: REMS report from http://cab.inta-
csic.es/rems/marsweather.html. 

 Slide 21: REMS report from http://cab.inta-
csic.es/rems/marsweather.html. 

 Ground and air temperatures from: 
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/images/PIA16081_gomez3-br2.jpg 

 Slide 22: http://davidaroffman.com/photo4_28.html 
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